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Abstract. We present observations from the Rosetta Plasma Consortium3
of the eects of stormy solar wind on comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko.4
Four corotating interaction regions (CIRs), where the rst event has possi-5
bly merged with a CME, are traced from Earth via Mars (using Mars Ex-6
press and MAVEN) and to comet 67P from October to December 2014. When7
the comet is 3.1-2.7 AU from the Sun and the neutral outgassing rate  1025 8
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1026 s 1 the CIRs signicantly inuence the cometary plasma environment9
at altitudes down to 10-30 km. The ionospheric low-energy (5 eV) plasma10
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density increases signicantly in all events, by a factor > 2 in events 1-211
but less in events 3-4. The spacecraft potential drops below -20V upon im-12
pact when the ux of electrons increases. The increased density is likely caused13
by compression of the plasma environment, increased particle impact ion-14
isation, and possibly charge exchange processes and acceleration of mass loaded15
plasma back to the comet ionosphere. During all events, the uxes of suprather-16
mal (10-100 eV) electrons increase signicantly, suggesting that the heat-17
ing mechanism of these electrons is coupled to the solar wind energy input.18
At impact the magnetic eld strength in the coma increases by a factor of19
2-5 as more interplanetary magnetic eld piles up around of the comet. Dur-20
ing two CIR impact events, we observe possible plasma boundaries forming,21
or moving past Rosetta, as the strong solar wind compresses the cometary22
plasma environment. We also discuss the possibility of seeing some signa-23
tures of the ionospheric response to tail disconnection events.24
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1. Introduction
The interaction of the solar wind with a cometary plasma environment has previously25
only been studied in situ during satellite ybys. With Rosetta in orbit around comet26
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (hereafter 67P), it is now possible to study the interaction27
over longer periods of time, and especially to study how the cometary magnetosphere28
responds to variations in the solar wind.29
Rosetta arrived at comet 67P on 6 August 2014, to begin conducting continuous mea-30
surements of the near-nucleus (< 100 km) plasma environment as well as of the neutral31
gas and dust. During the autumn of 2014 Rosetta gradually and slowly approached the32
comet, moving with a velocity on the order of 1 m/s, and reaching a minimum altitude33
of about 10 km during October. The comet lowered its heliocentric distance from 3.1 to34
2.7 AU, in the interval from 1 Oct 2014 - 1 Jan 2015.35
At the arrival of Rosetta in August 2014, the comet was relatively inactive and had36
just begun to form an induced magnetosphere in the solar wind [Nilsson et al., 2015].37
The neutral outgassing rate from the comet was measured to be  1025 s 1 [Gulkis et al.,38
2015]. As the emitted neutral gas becomes ionised, predominantly through photoioniza-39
tion, particle impacts and/or charge exchange processes [Cravens et al., 1987; Burch et al.,40
2015; Vigren et al., 2015] an ionosphere, which initially expands radially outward, forms41
around the comet nucleus. As the comet approaches the sun, the ionosphere grows and42
becomes denser, and the induced magnetosphere concurrently expands. The density of43
the ionospheric plasma close to the nucleus decreases with distance as 1=R [Edberg et al.,44
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2015], in agreement with theory simplied by the neglect of eld inuence and chemical45
loss [Vigren et al., 2015].46
Pickup ions of cometary origin have been observed since arrival and have evolved with47
time to become more energetic closer to the Sun [Goldstein et al., 2015; Nilsson et al.,48
2015]. The outgassing of neutrals was found to be quite inhomogeneous and most of the49
gas was observed over the neck region of the comet [Hassig et al., 2015]. Edberg et al.50
[2015] mapped the ionospheric plasma and found it to be distributed similarly as the51
neutrals, indicating that plasma from local ionisation of neutrals (in the region between52
the nucleus and Rosetta) dominated the cold plasma environment. This also implies53
that the ionospheric structure is modulated by the comet spin period. Furthermore,54
67P was found to have a plasma environment that is full of small scale density and55
magnetic eld variations and where instabilities and waves are common [Richter et al.,56
2015], complicating the interaction with the solar wind. Volwerk et al. [2016] reported57
on observations of mirror-mode waves that were generated following a compression of58
the plasma environment due to increased solar wind dynamic pressure. A population59
of suprathermal electrons ( 10   100 eV) has been observed continuously after arrival,60
although with signicant variations in both energy and ux over time [Clark et al., 2015].61
Comet 67P is a relatively weakly outgassing comet and no bow shock, diamagnetic62
cavity or ionopause, for instance, was observed in the interval covered in this paper, i.e.63
until 1 Jan 2015. Some piling-up of the interplanetary magnetic eld (IMF) was occurring64
but no constant pile-up boundary was observed, which is in agreement with predictions65
from simulations [Koenders et al., 2013; Rubin et al., 2014]. The ion instruments on66
Rosetta were able to measure the solar wind more or less continuously since arrival (until67
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the end of March of 2015 when the coma had grown), although signicant deection of68
the solar wind, by more than 45 degrees, was observed [Nilsson et al., 2015; Broiles et al.,69
2015].70
In this paper we will specically study the response of the cometary plasma environment71
to stormy space weather, when impacts of corotating interaction regions (CIR) occur. The72
purpose is to identify the main eects these solar wind pressures pulses have on the comet73
ionosphere.74
CIRs form when slow solar wind is caught up by faster solar wind and an interaction75
region forms in between the two ows, typically characterised by an increased magnetic76
eld strength, plasma density and pressure. Across the CIR, the magnetic eld polarity77
often reverses. The slow and fast solar winds emanate from specic regions on the Sun,78
which can be emitting plasma similarly during several solar rotations (one solar rotation79
being approximately 27 days) such that an interaction region is continuously formed.80
As the Sun rotates, this interaction region will sweep across the heliosphere while also81
expanding radially outward, until it eventually impacts on any planet, moon or comet in82
its way, where it most likely will cause a signicant disturbance to the plasma environment.83
At Mars and Venus, CIR impacts have been shown to increase the ionospheric escape84
rates[e.g Dubinin et al., 2008; Edberg et al., 2009, 2010, 2011]. CIRs are typically less85
impulsive than coronal mass ejections (CME), but are instead a more common and regular86
phenomena in interplanetary space since they emanate from coronal holes that are more87
stable in time. CMEs propagate mainly radially outward (with some angular spread), but88
can often merge with any slower CIR ahead of it.89
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CME impacts on comets have been observed to lead to so called tail disconnection90
events, when oppositely directed magnetic elds in the tail of the comet reconnect with91
each other [Vourlidas et al., 2007]. A plasmoid then forms which disconnects from the92
comet [Niedner and Brandt , 1978]. Similar events could also occur during CIR impact93
events. Since Rosetta is always orbiting relatively close to the nucleus any tail discon-94
nection event happening far down the tail will, most likely, not be directly observed by95
Rosetta, but the eects of it closer to the nucleus might still be observed.96
We will present measurements from the plasma environment around comet 67P during97
4 separate CIR impacts to study how the comet magnetosphere is aected during such98
events. We have limited our study to 3 months (1 October 2014 - 1 January 2015) when99
the comet was at heliocentric distances of 3.1-2.7 AU and relatively inactive (outgassing100
 1025 1026 s 1). The study is naturally limited in space and time to where Rosetta was101
located in this interval, i.e. in orbit at an altitude of 10-30 km and close to the terminator102
plane. The paper is organised as follows: rst we introduce the instruments used in this103
paper, followed by a section describing CIR propagation from Earth, via Mars and nally104
to 67P. We then present measurements from Rosetta at 67P during the CIR impacts, and105
nish with a discussion and summary.106
2. Instruments
The Rosetta spacecraft carries ve instruments for measuring plasma properties as107
well as magnetic and electric elds around the comet. These form the Rosetta Plasma108
Consortium (RPC) [Carr et al., 2007]. In this paper we will present a combined data set109
from all instruments. Each individual instrument is briey described below.110
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The Langmuir probe instrument (LAP) [Eriksson et al., 2007] consists of two spherical111
Langmuir probes (LAP1 and LAP2), mounted on booms, 2.2 m and 1.6 m long, respec-112
tively, from hinge to probe. Here we will mainly use data from LAP1 when in `sweep'113
mode, to obtain the ion and electron density as well as the spacecraft potential at a ca-114
dence of normally 96 s or 160 s. From the Langmuir probe sweeps both the electron and115
ion density can be obtained. However, when the spacecraft potential is very negative116
(which it often is during the interval studied in this paper due to high uxes of 5 eV117
electrons) the electrons are to a large extent accelerated away from the probe and the118
electron density obtained by the probe sweeps is underestimated. Regarding the ions, the119
instrument sweep range has not always been set to suciently low negative values to fully120
sample the undisturbed ion current and the ion density estimate is then more uncertain.121
During intervals of very negative spacecraft potential the ions are fortunately more eas-122
ily attracted by the probe. Still, this sweep range limitation leads us to use the sweep123
derived electron density estimate during intervals when the sweep is limited to above -5124
V, while otherwise we use the ion density estimate. Furthermore, we are also able to use125
the measured spacecraft potential obtained from the sweeps as a proxy for the electron126
density. This density estimate is also dependent on the electron temperature, which most127
of the time is about 5 eV [Odelstad et al., 2015]. In addition to the sweep mode, LAP128
can also be run with a xed bias-potential, where the probe attracts an ion (or electron)129
current when the probe potential is set to a positive (negative) voltage. When possible,130
the LAP-derived densities are crosschecked with data from the mutual impedance probe131
(MIP), described next.132
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The MIP instrument [Trotignon et al., 2007] consists of two receiving and two transmit-133
ting electrodes, mounted on the same boom as LAP1. MIP is able to retrieve the electron134
density from the position of the electron plasma frequency in the mutual impedance spec-135
tra. MIP can operate in two dierent ways: in short Debye length (SDL) mode by using136
one or two of its own transmitters situated at 40 and 60 cm from the receivers, or in137
long Debye length (LDL) mode when using the LAP2 probe as transmitter, at a dis-138
tance of about 4 m from the MIP receivers. The SDL and LDL modes cannot be run139
simultaneously.140
On the one hand, when the spacecraft potential becomes more negative than the LAP141
sweep range, it is not possible to obtain the electron density from the LAP sweeps. On the142
other hand, MIP can retrieve plasma parameters only when (i) the ratio of the transmitter-143
receiver baseline length to the Debye length is large enough, and (ii) when the electron144
plasma frequency is in the operated MIP frequency range, which is limited to 7-168 kHz145
in the LDL mode. This explains why, in the early stage of the low comet activity with146
little cooling of electrons, there is a gap (about 350 - 1000 cm 3) between the density147
ranges covered by the LDL and SDL modes. Comparing the observations from the MIP148
and LAP experiments allows us to be more condent about the plasma density estimates.149
The magnetometer (MAG) [Glassmeier et al., 2007] uses two triaxial uxgate sensors150
mounted on the same boom as LAP2, and provides vector measurements of the magnetic151
eld. Here we use 1 min averages from the outboard sensor,which is located 15 cm further152
out on the boom (and therefore less aected by the spacecraft generated elds). The153
magnetic eld is shown in the comet centered solar equatorial coordinate system (CSEQ).154
In this system the x-axis points from the comet to the Sun, the z-axis is the component of155
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the Sun's north pole orthogonal to the x-axis, and the y-axis completes the right-handed156
reference frame.157
The ion and electron sensor (IES) [Burch et al., 2007] consists of two electrostatic158
plasma analyzers, one for ions and one for electrons. Both analyzers measure in the159
energy/charge range 1 eV/q - 18 keV/q in 128 steps with a resolution of 8% and a eld of160
view of 90360. The angular resolution is 522:5 for electrons and 545 for ions.161
Of particular interest here, the anodes facing the solar wind ow are further segmented162
into 5  5 sectors. A full 3D scan of the instrument typically takes 256 s.163
The ion composition analyzer (ICA) [Nilsson et al., 2007] also measures the ion distri-164
bution, in the energy range 10 eV - 40 keV with a eld of view of 90  360, and can165
in addition resolve masses with a resolution high enough to separate e.g. protons, helium166
and water group ions. The angular resolution is 5  22:5 and a full 3D scan takes 192167
s. For technical reasons, ICA was only on intermittently during the rst months after168
arrival and began more continuous operations in 2015. This unfortunately leaves many169
data gaps for the events presented in this paper.170
Furthermore, in order to monitor the solar wind density and velocity for tracking solar171
wind structures propagating toward Rosetta and comet 67P, we make use of solar wind172
measurements from the ACE spacecraft, at Earth's rst Lagrange point, as well as mea-173
surements from the particle instruments on Mars Express and the Mars Atmosphere and174
Volatile Evolution mission (MAVEN) in orbit around Mars. Mars Express and MAVEN175
both spend parts of their orbits in the undisturbed solar wind and can then measure its176
density and velocity [Halekas et al., 2013; Ramstad et al., 2015]. Mars Express carries the177
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analyzer of space plasmas and energetic ions (ASPERA-3) [Barabash et al., 2006], while178
MAVEN carries the solar wind ion analyzer (SWIA) [Halekas et al., 2013].179
3. Observations
3.1. CIR observations at Earth, Mars and 67P
Figure 1 shows the positions of Earth, Mars and comet 67P from 1 October 2014 to 1180
January 2015. Earth was ahead of 67P in heliospheric longitude by more than 45 during181
the entire interval, while Mars was more or less in the same longitude sector, and in that182
respect quite suitable for monitoring the solar wind upstream of the comet. However,183
since the radial distance between Mars and comet 67P was at least 1.2 AU during the184
interval studied in this paper, any solar wind structure passing by Mars might evolve185
signicantly in both density and velocity prole before reaching 67P.186
Between 1 October 2014 and 1 January 2015 four events of solar wind pressure pulses187
(high solar wind velocity, plasma uxes, pressure, magnetic eld) were observed in satellite188
data from each body. These four events are shown in Figure 2 and are indicated by red189
vertical lines in ACE data (Figure 2a-b), in Mars Express and MAVEN data (Figure 2c-d)190
and in Rosetta data (Figure 2e). The start of each event is identied by eye from the191
data, primarily from the when the solar wind velocity starts to increase. At 67P, the192
solar wind proton energy (which can be translated to velocity) is indicated by the bright193
yellow line at about 1 keV, in Figure 2e. Note that the solar wind density is not easily194
derived from Rosetta data as the S/C environment is dominated by plasma of cometary195
origin [Edberg et al., 2015]. In Figure 2e we also show modeled solar wind velocity from196
the Michigan Solar Wind Model (mSWIM) model [Zieger and Hansen, 2008]. This model197
uses an 1.5-D MHD code to propagate solar wind parameters from Earth out to Rosetta.198
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Although the alignment between the Earth and 67P is not ideal for this comparison, there199
is a general good agreement between the model results and the IES data on how the solar200
wind velocity varies in this interval.201
The CIR structures impact on comet 67P on 22 Oct, 7 Nov, 27 Nov and 22 Dec202
2014. Each event can be fairly easily traced back toward the Sun using the Mars Ex-203
press/MAVEN and ACE solar wind monitoring data. The fact that it is possible to track204
them to Earth and Mars despite the large longitudinal separation (70 between Earth205
and 67P), indicates that these structures (at least the last three events) are CIRs. The206
rst event is in fact probably a CIR that has merged with a coronal mass ejection (CME),207
observed to have been ejected from the Sun on 14 Oct 2014. In any case, in terms of veloc-208
ity and density enhancement there is not much dierence during the merged CME/CIR209
event and the three CIRs. For simplicity, we will therefore refer to the four cases as CIRs.210
The four CIRs pass by Mars and Earth approximately when expected, as determined211
from when they are observed to pass by 67P. If assuming that these structures are CIRs,212
they should propagate radially outward with the solar wind speed and sweep interplane-213
tary space with the Sun's rotation speed. To estimate the delay time from one location214
in interplanetary space to another, one has to take into account both the radial and the215
longitudinal time delay.216
The radial propagation time from Earth to 67P at 3.1 AU is about 9 days, and to 67P217
when at 2.7 AU about 7.3 days, if assuming a radial solar wind velocity of 400 kms 1.218
The longitudinal time dierence between Earth and 67P in early October (the time it219
takes the Sun to turn 70) is about 5.3 days assuming a solar rotation period of 27 days.220
Any solar wind structure passing by Earth in October should arrive at the comet roughly221
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9   5:3 = 3:7 days later. Similarly, a solar wind structure passing by Earth in late222
December (when Earth and 67P are separated by almost 150, i.e. 11.2 days) should have223
arrived at the comet about 7:3 11:2 = 3:9 days earlier. This matches up reasonably well224
with the velocity structures indicated by the red lines in the time series of solar wind data225
in Figure 2a and Figure 2e. The actual time delay between the events observed at Earth226
and at 67P are 3.1 days, 1.1 days, 2.0 days and 3.0 days, respectively.227
If comparing Mars and 67P, a solar wind structure travelling at 400 kms 1 that passes by228
Mars in October should arrive roughly 7 days later at 67P, when almost radially aligned.229
In late December, when the longitudinal separation between Mars and 67P has increased230
to about 40, a CIR would be seen about 3 days earlier at 67P. This also seems to be231
the case from the comparison of arrival times of velocity peaks in Figure 2c and Figure232
2e. Finally, comparing ACE and Mars one notes that during the entire autumn there is233
a  90 longitudinal separation between Earth and Mars, meaning that a CIR would be234
observed rst at Mars and then about 4 days later at ACE.235
The individual CIRs are not exactly separated in time by one solar rotation, suggesting236
that the events are really dierent CIRs, which originate from dierent locations on the237
Sun or that the source region on the Sun has changed. Also, when reaching the heliocentric238
distance of 67P the original events seen at ACE have possibly had time to evolve and merge239
with other solar wind structures. If looking again at the time series of ACE data, Figure240
2a, we note e.g. that the second CIR observed in the ACE data, on 5 November, is241
surrounded by three additional velocity peaks with successively increasing velocity from242
1 - 16 November. These four peaks only show up as one single structure at Mars on 4243
November, indicating that these structures have either merged, the source region on the244
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Sun has changed or, possibly, that some of the smaller peaks seen by ACE were not CIRs245
but rather smaller CMEs.246
In summary, tracking CIRs from Earth out to 67P at 3 AU and predicting their arrival247
times is possible, although somewhat uncertain and their denition to some extent sub-248
jective. Nevertheless, and most importantly for this study, in Rosetta RPC-IES data four249
clear events are observed in the ion spectrogram and manifested as sudden increases in250
the solar wind ux and energy, which are interpreted as CIR impacts.251
During this interval Rosetta was in bound orbit around the comet at a distance mainly252
between 10 km and 30 km from the nucleus centre of mass, and mainly in the terminator253
plane. The trajectory of Rosetta around the times of impacts is shown in Figure 3 in the254
cometocentric solar orbital (CSO) reference frame. In the CSO frame the x-axis is directed255
toward the sun, the z-axis is parallel to the comet's orbital angular momentum vector and256
the y-axis completes the right-handed system. The intervals covered correspond to the257
time series to be shown in the following four gures (Figures 4-8). The times of impact258
are indicated by red circles. Next we will present RPC measurements from the cometary259
plasma environment during the impacts of these CIRs.260
3.2. Event 1: 22 Oct 2014
Figure 4 shows a time series of combined RPC data around the time of impact of the261
rst CIR to be studied in detail. Rosetta was at this time in orbit at 10 km from the comet262
nucleus centre of mass and initially moving to northern latitudes. On 22 Oct 2014 at 16:30263
UT, indicated by the red vertical line, a signicant disturbance appeared in the plasma264
environment of comet 67P. In the RPC measurements essentially all parameters shown in265
Figure 4a-f show signicant changes: the LAP ion current (negative voltage side of the266
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sweeps in panel a) suddenly increases by about -20 nA, the MAG magnetic eld strength267
increased from about 5 nT to on average 30 nT in combination with a change of the268
magnetic eld direction, the IES suprathermal (10-100 eV) electron counts increased by269
roughly one order of magnitude together with a general increase in energy of the electrons.270
The IES-measured solar wind ion energy increased, and the ICA solar wind uxes (red271
dots in Figure 4g) increased gradually by almost two orders of magnitude. The count rate272
of accelerated water ions also suddenly increased. This is identied as the impact of the273
CIR.274
Immediately after impact the spacecraft potential became more negative than the LAP275
instrument sweep range. The LAP sweep probe potential did not go to suciently high276
positive bias voltage values to be able to attract the electrons through the altered potential277
eld of the spacecraft. Consequently, the electrons could not be measured by the LAP278
instrument when in sweep mode during about 15 h following impact. The extreme negative279
spacecraft potential is a clear sign of increased uxes of electrons to the spacecraft. These280
increased uxes of both thermal and suprathermal electrons signicantly disturb the LAP281
measurements for parts of the interval shown in Fig 4. The strongly negative ion current282
(panel a, negative voltage), which occasionally goes down below -60 nA, and a non-283
monotonically increasing ion current during individual sweeps, indicates strong dynamics284
in the plasma and some might be related to secondary electron emissions caused by the285
impacting energetic electrons. The LAP ion density can therefore not be estimated for286
large parts of this interval.287
In Figure 4b, we show the ion and electron densities that still can be estimated, from288
four independent measurements. LAP provides the ion density from the negative-voltage289
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side of the sweeps (when the spacecraft potential is known) as well as the electron density290
determined from the spacecraft potential measured by LAP. The ion density might be291
overestimated when the sweep range only goes down to -18V. As the spacecraft potential292
is driven signicantly negative by the energetic electrons, the electron density derived293
from the spacecraft potential tends to be overestimated. We therefore chose to be rather294
conservative and manually lower this estimate by using an electron temperature of 7.5 eV295
instead of the measured 5 eVin the calculation of the density. MIP provides the electron296
density when in LDL mode during the long interval on 23 Oct, and the electron density297
when in SDL mode during the two shorter intervals on 22-23 Oct 2014.298
Altogether, these four density estimates paint a rather coherent picture (although with299
some unfortunate data gaps) of how the local plasma density increases by more than an300
order of magnitude, from  50  300 cm 3 in the interval before impact to  2000  5000301
cm 3 during the interval when the comet is impacted by the CIR. The MIP density agrees302
rather well with the available LAP ion density estimates in the high-density interval after303
impact when the spacecraft potential signal is briey recovered, as well as before and304
after impact. However, on 23 Oct the MIP density represents a lower bound since the305
instrument cut-o at 350 cm 3 in LDL mode sets in.306
The plasma density increases before the identied impact time, already at about 12:00.307
This is caused by the fact that Rosetta moves toward northern summer latitudes and308
to over the comet neck region where the neutral outgassing and the plasma density are309
higher [Hassig et al., 2015; Edberg et al., 2015]. The two short intervals, half and one comet310
rotation later (6h and 12h), when the density is suciently high for MIP to provide a311
density estimate when in its SDL mode (brown dots), also occur above the neck region.312
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Now the density reaches a maximum of 5000 cm 3. The neutral gas density does not313
increase by more than a factor of 5 when moving toward the northern latitudes, while the314
plasma density increases by at least a factor of 10. So the CIR seems to cause the plasma315
density to at least double during this interval. During the previous and the following orbits316
when at high latitudes again the plasma density does not increase as much as during the317
CIR impact event.318
We also note that both the magnetic eld direction (mainly the Bz component) and319
the energy and ux of suprathermal electrons are observed to vary with a time scale close320
to half the comet rotation period, indicating that although the solar wind disturbance321
is large, the interaction region between the cometary plasma environment and the solar322
wind is still dependent on the structured ionosphere of the comet and its rotation phase.323
After the CIR impact, the cold plasma density and eld strength as well as the energetic324
ion and electron count rates remain high for about a day before they all go back to more325
normal values, when the CIR has passed.326
In Figure 5 we show a zoomed in part from Figure 4 just at the time of impact of the327
CIR. Here the density data in panel b has been exchanged with the current measurements328
from LAP1, sampled at a xed bias potential of +20 V and with a time resolution of329
35 ms. This current actually anti-correlates with plasma density in this case, as higher330
density as well as increased ux of suprathermal electrons both serve to drive the S/C331
potential negative, and this eect overcomes the proportionality of current to density. The332
drop in current after the CIR impact at 16:30 thus means that the LAP probe no longer333
sees the electrons, only the ions, as the probe (despite a +20 V bias potential) go negative334
with respect to the plasma. Nevertheless, the fast variations seen after 17:20 indicate335
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corresponding rapid variations in the plasma, at time scales not possible to resolve in the336
particle data. An interesting feature occurs at 17:31-17:33 UT, when, simultaneously, the337
electron current in panel b increases (meaning that the density decreases) for 2 minutes,338
the magnetic eld strength decreases (while still uctuating as seen in high resolution339
MAG data - not shown), the energetic electron count decreases signicantly, to values340
lower than before the CIR impact, and the solar wind ion counts decrease signicantly.341
Also the electron current in the LAP sweeps is momentarily retrieved as the S/C potential342
decreases. These could possibly be the signatures of a plasma boundary forming as the343
CIR impacts, which Rosetta moves across. We will discuss this possibility further after344
having presented the remaining three CIR events.345
3.3. Event 2: 7 Nov 2014
Figure 6 shows a time series of the same format as Figure 4 but covering the interval346
of the second CIR impact. The second CIR is observed to impact at 14:15 UT on 7 Nov347
2014 and again causes a signicant disturbance to the plasma environment. Rosetta was348
at this time in orbit at 30 km from the centre of mass, and in the northern illuminated349
(summer) and more active hemisphere. Both the neutral gas density and the plasma350
density are naturally lower at this time than when in orbit at 10 km. The CIR impact351
signatures observed by RPC are similar to those during the previous event: the magnetic352
eld strength and energetic electron uxes increase suddenly, the LAP ion current changes353
signicantly by about -10 nA, and the spacecraft potential becomes more negative. The354
cold plasma density more than doubles, from  50 cm 3 before impact to about  300355
cm 3 immediately after impact, following the sweep-derived electron density. The density356
estimated from the spacecraft potential probably overestimates the value due to increased357
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uxes of suprathermal electrons, even though we assume an electron temperature of 10358
eV during this event. The electron density from the sweep might at the same time be un-359
derestimated due to the negative spacecraft potential. MIP did not measure any electron360
plasma oscillations in this interval when it was run in SDL mode, which suggests that the361
Debye length was much larger than a few tenth of cm. This is consistent with a plasma362
density that stays below 1000 cm 3 for 5-10 eV electrons. Some of the LAP observed363
density increase is attributed to going toward higher and more illuminated latitudes, but364
since the latitude continues to increase after the CIR has passed, and the density goes365
back to nominal values, it is clear that some of the density increase (at least a factor of 2366
if being conservative) is caused by the CIR impact.367
The magnetic eld strength during this event increases from about 10 nT to 30 nT368
around the time of impact. The IES suprathermal electron uxes and ion uxes increases369
after impact, similar to the previous event. There are also low-energy ions (10-100 eV)370
appearing after impact, which might only come into view of the instrument as the magnetic371
eld direction (and consequently the electric eld) changes. ICA was on during three short372
intervals of this event. However, during the passing of the CIR, ICA did measure the solar373
wind uxes to be one order of magnitude higher than during the two short intervals prior374
to and after the CIR impact.375
There are also signicant variations in the magnetic eld orientation in this interval,376
which are simultaneous with the bursts of 100 eV electrons measured by IES (bright377
yellow patches centered at 16:30, 18:20 and 21:20 UT on 7 Nov 2014 and at 06:00 on 8378
Nov 2014). The ion current from the LAP probe also increases at these instances. The379
increased suprathermal electron uxes during certain magnetic eld orientations could380
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indicate that the electrons are heated through the solar wind interaction and accelerated381
in the direction of the magnetic eld. It could also be that the properties of the CIR382
itself are variable with bursty dynamic pressures enhancements and with a changing IMF383
direction. The intermittent solar wind signal in IES ion data is partially correlated with384
the electron and magnetic eld signatures as well, which is probably due to the solar wind385
deection changing as the IMF changes direction [Broiles et al., 2015].386
3.4. Event 3: 3 Dec 2014
The third event is shown in Figure 7 in the same format as before. Rosetta was at387
this time again at a distance of 30 km from the comet nucleus but moving slowly toward388
southern latitudes. This time the impact of the CIR is much more gradual. There is a389
less sharp shock front impacting on the comet ionosphere and already on 27 Nov 2014 the390
solar wind started to increase, as can be seen in the longer overview plot in Figure 2e.391
However, we will focus on the interval starting on the 3 Dec 2014, when a second pulse of392
high velocity solar wind reaches the comet. The plasma density increases gradually after393
the initial impact on 27 Nov, from  50 cm 3 to values around 200 cm 3. The density394
estimate from the spacecraft potential may overestimate the values again in this interval395
even though we have raised the electron temperature in the density estimate model to 10396
eV. The general density increase occurs when Rosetta is moving toward northern latitudes,397
where the density should be higher, but on the other hand, the density was about a factor398
of 2 lower two weeks earlier when previously in the northern hemisphere, meaning that399
the CIR impact causes a factor of 2 increase in the plasma density. The MIP and LAP400
density estimates match quite well during this interval.401
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Similar to the previous event, the IES measured uxes of energetic electrons (yellow402
bright patches in Figure 7d) appear as very bursty and are correlated with the magnetic403
eld oscillations, and also with the LAP ion current increases (interpreted as a combination404
of increased density and secondary electron emission).405
A unique feature of this event is the magnetic eld signature. At the same time as the406
density gradually increases, the magnetic eld strength is also gradually increasing, from407
20 nT at the start of the interval to 50 nT at 18:00 UT on 3 Dec 2014. After this the eld408
strength sharply decreases back to 25 nT. At the same time the solar wind ions disappear409
from the IES and ICA ion measurements (Figure 7e and g) and are not seen from 18:10410
- 19:10 UT, likely due to deection of the solar wind [Broiles et al., 2015]. The ICA solar411
wind ux measurements (red dots in Figure 7g) provide one data point close to when the412
magnetic eld strength drops to 25 nT, which shows a value two orders of magnitude lower413
than before, consistent with the solar wind disappearing. The magnetic eld strength drop414
occurs while Rosetta is moving closer to the comet and the distance decreases steadily415
from 30 km to 25 km over the day (see Figure 2f). After the drop in magnetic eld416
strength there are rapid magnetic eld uctuations, which have not been observed during417
any of the other events, and the plasma density decreases somewhat. These signatures418
could be interpreted as the crossing of a plasma boundary, which appears as the solar419
wind increase compresses the cometary plasma environment. During the 6 hours prior420
to this major decrease in magnetic eld strength, there are four short ( 10 min) drops421
in the magnetic eld strength, which could then be interpreted as the boundary moving422
back and forth as the solar wind pressure varies. It could also be that these are signatures423
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of strong dynamics in the plasma environment, a possibility we will expand on further in424
the Discussion section.425
3.5. Event 4: 22 Dec 2014
The fourth and nal CIR impact also occurs in two steps similar to the previous event,426
and is shown in Figure 8. The initial impact happened on 22 Dec 2014 at 09:00 UT when427
Rosetta again was at a distance of 30 km from the comet centre of mass. At impact, the428
plasma density shows a moderate increase, which is simultaneous with moving towards429
higher latitudes. The density still increases to a higher value than during the previous430
pass over the same latitude region, indicating that the CIR again causes the density to431
increase. The magnetic eld strength increases gradually, from about 20 nT to 45 nT,432
similar to the previous event. The increase lasts until about 20:00 UT on 23 Dec 2014,433
after which the eld strength slowly decreases and the magnetic eld orientation slowly434
changes. On 24 Dec 2015, when the magnetic eld orientation has changed, the solar wind435
ux is decreased and the suprathermal electrons increased signicantly. It is possible that436
these signatures also indicate the crossing of a plasma boundary, which builds up as the437
solar wind dynamic pressure increases. At 02:00 UT on 25 Dec 2014, the eld strength438
increases briey and the eld changes orientation suddenly.439
ICA was fortunately on for most of the time during this event and measured increased440
uxes of accelerated water ions from the time of impact until noon on 25 Dec 2015, when441
the CIR had passed (Figure 8f). This also appeared to be the case during CIR event 1,442
when ICA was on during a few hours around impact. The accelerated water ion uxes are443
increased during the entire passing of the CIR and only decreases toward the end of 25444
Dec 2015. The high uxes are observed even though the magnetic eld changes direction.445
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These accelerated ions are interpreted as the population of pick up ions by the solar wind446
induced V  B eld. As gradient lengths are small compared to the ion gyro-radius,447
almost all ions will only have seen part of this E-eld, giving a broad energy distribution448
[Nilsson et al., 2015].449
During the second impact of this event, on 27 Dec 2014, LAP was unfortunately not450
switched on and MIP was operated in SDL mode, which is blind to 5-10 eV electrons of451
few hundred particles per cm 3. Still, the signatures in the data from the rest of the RPC452
instruments (not shown) suggest a similar behaviour as during the other events, except453
that the magnetic eld strength as well as uxes of energetic electrons are higher in the454
27 Dec event, and the energetic electrons reach energies of several hundreds of eV.455
4. Discussion
During the CIR impact events presented here the cold plasma density is seen to increase456
signicantly, but the response is dierent for each event. During the rst event, the457
cometary ionospheric density is clearly seen to increase, to above 1000 cm 3 at 10 km458
when the CIR impacts, and during the second event the density increases to 300 cm 3459
at 30 km. During the third and fourth events, the density increase is more modest but460
still signicant. Hence, each event seems to inuence the cometary plasma environment461
slightly dierent, in terms of increasing the cold plasma density.462
The cause of the signicant enhancements of the low-energy plasma could be compres-463
sion of the local plasma by the increased solar wind, particle impact ionisation and/or464
charge exchange processes when the increased ux of solar wind plasma impacts on the465
coma. It could also be that more mass-loaded solar wind is accelerated in the direction of466
the comet ionosphere. The relative increase in the magnetic eld strength during event467
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1 is 5, while the relative increase in the density is  4-7. For event 2 the relative in-468
creases are 4 and 2.5, respectively. The similar relative increase between the magnetic469
eld strength and the density suggests that compression of the plasma is likely occurring.470
Furthermore, as the compression leads to an increased density of both the thermal and471
suprathermal plasma, the ionization rate through particle impact and charge exchange472
also goes up. An increased ionisation rate gives higher ion pick up rate, which leads to a473
slowing down of the solar wind. The plasma then gets further compressed as the trailing474
solar wind catches up, which in turn leads to even more increase in both the density and475
the magnetic eld strength, i.e. the same signatures as seen during direct compression by476
an increased solar wind dynamic pressure.477
Comparison between ionospheric models including compression of the plasma and mea-478
surements of the suprathermal electrons on 23 Oct (during CIR event 1) by Madanian et479
al., (submitted) show good agreement, which then supports that explanation. ICA does480
not conrm increased charge exchange (no major increase in He+ uxes is observed at481
this time). The increase in suprathermal electron uxes ought to cause some increased482
particle impact ionisation, but to what extent and how much that would increase the483
density would require further modelling, which is beyond the scope of this paper.484
The fact that we seem to see a less dramatic increase in the low-energy plasma den-485
sity during the later events compared to the rst event could be because the outgassing486
increases and the cometary coma becomes more dense when approaching the Sun. A487
denser coma makes compression harder, and hinders more incoming ux from upstream,488
such that less solar wind plasma reaches the deep coma where Rosetta was located. As489
the coma grows, deection of solar wind plasma also increases due to stronger electric490
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elds [Broiles et al., 2015], resulting in less solar wind plasma reaching the near-nucleus491
environment [Nilsson et al., 2015]. Also, the solar wind increase is less dramatic during492
the initial impact in event 4 compared to events 1-3, and we lack LAP data during the493
main impact.494
We stress that the density estimates presented here are not without uncertainties and495
there are several possible sources of errors. These include an uncertain photoelectron496
current estimate, additional secondary electron emission or a hotter electron temperature497
and nally, the LAP sweep range being limited and missing parts of the plasma population.498
Still, using dierent density estimates from both LAP and MIP, which present rather499
similar values, provides condence to the density estimates, and the uncertainty of the500
relative increase of the density in response to the CIR impact and between the events is501
nevertheless still quite satisfying.502
For the rst CIR event, a related observation was presented by Feldman et al. [2015].503
They showed measurements from the ALICE far-ultraviolet spectrograph of an increased504
brightness in the comet limb spectrum on the 22 Oct 2014, i.e. at the time of impact of the505
rst CIR. This was attributed to an increased level of photoelectron impact dissociation506
of CO2.507
During all four CIR impact events, the uxes of 10-100 eV electrons are seen to508
increase signicantly. The presence of these electrons, and especially the cause of their509
energy, is so far unclear [Clark et al., 2015]. They must be accelerated and heated through510
some mechanism since 100 eV is much higher than what is expected after, for instance,511
photoionisation (10-15 eV) of neutral species. Here we can report that the acceleration512
of this population is clearly related to the solar wind interaction since the suprathermal513
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electrons increase in both energy and ux during intervals of increased solar wind energy514
input. Furthermore, the measured variations in the electron uxes are apparently con-515
nected to the magnetic eld orientation. These energetic electrons also impact on the516
spacecraft and drive the spacecraft potential negative, and possibly distort the plasma517
density measurements by LAP.518
Another eect that the CIRs might have is that the sputtering of the comet nucleus519
[Wurz et al., 2015], as well as of larger dust grains, increases as the solar wind particle ux520
increases. However, this probably does not signicantly increase the total plasma density.521
During event 1, 3, and 4 we observe some unusual signatures in the plasma environment,522
which are challenging to explain decisively from single spacecraft measurements. In the523
following paragraphs we will describe these more carefully and discuss if the signatures524
are either those of plasma boundaries forming in the comet environment, or perhaps525
the ionospheric response to tail disconnection events. During the rst event (Figures 4526
and 5), about an hour after impact, the magnetic eld strength increases, the spacecraft527
potential becomes less negative so that the measured plasma density decreases and the528
LAP continuous electron current increases, while the suprathermal electron ux decreases529
to values lower than before the impact. This could be the signature of skimming a530
plasma boundary (such as an ionopause or contact surface, for instance), which could531
be formed briey at 10 km from the nucleus during a period when the upstream solar532
wind dynamic pressure is higher than usual. Alternatively, this could be a temporary533
decrease in the solar wind dynamic pressure, which simply relaxes the disturbance of the534
cometary plasma environment. However, the fact that both the suprathermal electron535
uxes and the magnetic eld decreases to values lower than before the impact indicates536
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against this explanation. Also, the LAP sweep during the minute after stands out from all537
other sweeps during the day, as the spacecraft potential gets less negative than previously,538
which is consistent with lower density and lower ux of energetic electrons.539
During event 3 (Figure 7) the magnetic eld gradually piles up during several hours540
after the CIR impact. Then the eld strength drops sharply at 18:00 on 3 Dec 2014. Im-541
mediately after this drop the low-energy plasma density decreases at the same time as a542
burst of energetic electrons is observed. This could possibly be the signatures of the iono-543
spheric response of a tail-disconnection event, when magnetic ux is piled-up upstream of544
the comet before being released during periods of increased solar wind ow. The energetic545
electrons could have been accelerated into the ionosphere as the piled up magnetic ux546
is released. A tail-disconnection event could also occur when the diamagnetic cavity is547
formed, to pre-condition the tail with strong anti-parallel magnetic elds. Although no548
diamagnetic cavity has been observed in this interval, it is possible that it forms briey549
close to the comet following a solar wind pressure pulse.550
Another possibility is that this is also a plasma boundary forming and as Rosetta551
moves closer to the comet nucleus and the solar wind increases, the boundary is crossed552
and Rosetta is entering another plasma region. During event 4, similar signatures are553
also observed in both the magnetic eld and plasma data as the eld gradually piles554
up and a region characterised of high suprathermal uxes, lower solar wind uxes and555
increased uxes of cometary accelerated water ions is entered. Alternatively, this could556
again simply be a relaxation of the impinging solar wind dynamic pressure, although557
then the transition is perhaps sharper than one would expect from a relaxing solar wind.558
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Further work, including modelling and studies of additional events, are required before559
these observations can be rmly explained.560
We have shown RPC data from four CIR impacts on comet 67P, during three months in561
2014, when the comet was relatively inactive. After these, more events have been observed562
in RPC data on the dates 14 Jan, 29 Jan, 16 Feb, 24 Feb, 6 Mar, 13 Mar, 17 Mar and563
21 Mar 2015. These events are either CIRs of similar kind as shown in the four examples564
here or CMEs. In April 2015 the solar wind signal was nally lost in the RPC data since565
at this time it was being completely shielded/deected o by the growing cometary coma.566
Since the cometary activity is constantly increasing the signatures of these events will567
gradually change and we chose not to study them in any detail here, but rather leave568
them for a future separate study.569
5. Summary
CIRs cause a signicant disturbance to the cometary plasma environment upon impact.570
The properties of individual CIRs vary and the response of the cometary plasma environ-571
ment consequently diers from event to event. We have studied the impact of four CIRs572
on comet 67P, after having traced them from Earth via Mars and nally to 67P using573
solar wind monitoring measurements. These solar wind pressure pulses are observed in574
the interval 22 Oct 2014 to 25 Dec 2014, when the comet was at a heliocentric distance575
of 3.1 to 2.7 AU. Rosetta was at this time orbiting the comet at a distance of 10-30 km576
from the nucleus centre of mass. The enhanced solar wind dynamic pressure together577
with changes in IMF strength and orientation, are the cause of a number of features in578
the cometary plasma environment out of which the most prominent are outlined below:579
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- the cold (few eV) ionospheric plasma density increases by a factor of at least 2 during580
three events, due to compression of the plasma environment, increased particle impact581
ionisation and possibly charge exchange processes, which in turn leads to an increased ion582
pick up rate.583
- energetic (10-100 eV) electrons, which appears to be a ubiquitous population around584
67, are signicantly increased in both ux and energy, indicating that these electrons are585
heated through the solar wind interaction with the cometary plasma. The uxes vary586
with changes in the magnetic eld direction.587
- the spacecraft potential drops to values typically below -20 V, as the ux of electrons588
increase.589
- accelerated cometary water ions increase in both energy and ux.590
- the magnetic eld piles up around the comet and increases by a factor of 2-5 to reaches591
values around 50 nT at maximum.592
- the increased dynamic pressure possibly causes a short-lived (2-3 min) plasma bound-593
ary to appear on 22 Oct 2014, characterised by a drop in the magnetic eld strength,594
drop-out of energetic electrons and an unusually steady electron current to the LAP595
probes, followed by an increased electron density the minute after.596
- on the event on the 3 Nov 2014 the piled up magnetic ux is suddenly released as597
the magnetic eld strength sharply decreases. This is followed by signicant magnetic598
eld uctuations and increased uxes of energetic electrons over the following 24h. These599
might be the signatures of a magnetic pile-up boundary having formed or possibly the600
ionospheric response to a tail disconnection event. Similar features are observed during601
the fourth CIR event, on 23-25 Dec 2015.602
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In conclusion, the impacting CIRs produce a very dynamic and variable interaction with603
the rotating comet and its spatially structured and time-varying neutral gas outow. The604
magnetic eld orientation and strength, energetic electron uxes, accelerated cometary605
water ion uxes and cold plasma density are all varying extensively in the cometary606
plasma environment. Depending on these properties the CIR interaction with the comet607
ionosphere will vary accordingly.608
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Figure 1. Positions of Earth, Mars and comet 67P during three months in late 2014 in
ecliptic J2000 coordinates. In this interval the passings of 4 CIRs were observed from solar wind
measurements at each celestial body. The times of impacts are indicated by lled circles.
Figure 2. Time series of (a and b) solar wind density and speed from ACE at Earth, (c and
d) solar wind speed and density from Mars Express (black) and MAVEN (blue) at Mars, (e)
Rosetta/IES ion spectrogram (summed over all azimuths and sectors), together with the solar
wind velocity from the mSWIM model (magenta) and (f) distance between Rosetta and the
comet centre of mass. The red vertical bars indicate the impact time of the CIRs, as determined
from the Rosetta data.
Figure 3. The position of Rosetta in the comet-centred CSO reference frame during the four
CIR impacts. The sun is toward positive XCSO. The positions are shown for the same intervals
as the time series in Figures 4-8.The events are numbered at the beginning of the interval and
the position at impact is indicated by the red circle. Impact of event three occurred before the
time series started. The projections of the position on the x-y, x-z and y-z planes are shown in
grey.
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Figure 4. Times series of combined RPC data from the time around the rst CIR impact.
The panels show (a) LAP bias voltage sweeps (depending on telemetry available the sweep range
varies), (b) plasma density estimates from LAP and MIP, (c) vector magnetic eld and magnitude
from MAG, (d) electron spectrogram from IES, (e) ion spectrogram, (f) spectrogram of cometary
water ions from ICA, (g) spectrogram of solar wind ions from ICA together with solar wind ux
(red dots) and nally, (h) cometary longitude (blue line) and latitude (black) of Rosetta. All
spectrograms are summed over all elevation and azimuth sectors. The time of impact is indicated
by the red vertical line. Note the signicant increase in plasma density, magnetic eld strength,
energetic electron ux and water ion ux at impact.
Figure 5. Zoom in from Figure 4 during one hour around impact of the rst CIR. The format
is the same except for that in panel 2 we now show the high-resolution xed-bias current sampled
by LAP1 rather than the density. The bias voltage is +20 V.
Figure 6. Same as Figure 4 but for the second CIR impact. Note again the signicant increase
in plasma density, magnetic eld strength and energetic electrons after impact. The large scale
oscillations (time scale of hours) in magnetic eld correlates with LAP sweep variations and an
increase in the energetic (100 eV) electrons from IES.
Figure 7. Same as Figure 4 but for the third CIR event. The initial CIR impact occurs
already on 27 Nov 2014, but continues over several days and covers the interval shown here. In
the interval shown here (still during the passing of the CIR) there is a gradual increase in both
plasma density and magnetic eld strength, which is followed by a sudden drop in magnetic eld
strength and an increase in magnetic eld uctuations over the following 24 h. At the same time
the 100 eV electron ux is further increased compared to quiet solar wind times.
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 4 but for the fourth CIR impact. Note the large scale change in
the magnetic eld orientation and the modest increase in plasma density. There is an increase in
density immediately after the CIR impact, particularly seen as that is when MIP starts observing
features at the plasma frequency in the mutual impedance spectra to provide density estimates.
This is consistent with a discontinuity toward a smaller Debye length at the CIR impact. The
energetic electrons still appear in this interval but are most prominent 1.5 days after impact, at
the same time as the solar wind ux decreases. Water ion uxes of energies up to 100 eV are
elevated during the entire interval.
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